A note on this template:
The necessary items for your map are
included on this layout: map (graphics),
thesis, legend, title and name placement. You are welcome to alter the
arrangement of these items on the
page, but not at the sacrifice of legibility. This template has been made to
print without scaling - (2) 11”x17”
pages with a .25“ margin to the rule
lines. One page will need to be
trimmed. To print one 22”x17” page,
you will need to alter the artboards,
and trim any excess margin.
Please do not alter the 22”x17” format
unless it is truly necessary for your
graphic approach.

MAP

Your map is a systematic analysis of t
your thesis, but it needs to go further
how your thesis is demonstrated on t
visually compelling and legible, both

The key objectives of your map are:
- identifiying the defining characterist
- developing a graphic language to co
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MAP
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Your thesis should illustrate a clear and
concise position on the site through the
readings assigned - your position will
define the criteria of analysis performed
on the site and brought to your map.
The main objective of your thesis is to
clarify what you may find intuitively
intriguing on the site. Unpacking what you
may initially perceive intuitively will give
you the tools of analysis you need to
investigate the site with depth.
The readings are meant to help you read
each site in key ways - evidence of both
your comprehension and how you see
these readings manifested on the site is
crucial. Paraphrasing (with acknowledgment) and/or limited quoting are acceptable and encouraged. Be aware - I will be
looking for your comprehension of the
main ideas, not one sentence that suits
your purpose.
Be pithy - choose your words wisely. Work
to be under 300 words. Spell check often,
your legibility can affect your grade.

is of the site. Your map should illustrate
rther - it should help elucidate why and
d on the site. Your work should be both
both are essential criteria for your grade.

are:
teristics of the context through analysis
to cohesively illustrate your analysis
LEGEND
Accurate and complete labels are vital to
your map for legibility and to aid in developing a sophisticated graphic language,
While your analysis may exist at different
scales and orientations, an awareness of
these on your map is important. Consider
relative scales, accuracy in your drawings
and your attitude towards orientation
when laying out your page.
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